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The low temperature geothermal deposits in the Klamath

Falls area are commonly used for heating buildings. The

system often used to accomplish this consists of a heat

exchanger that extends the full length of the casing within

the well. This casing has slots cut in it to allow geo-

thermal water from the aquifer to circulate through the

casing and past the heat exchanger.

A mathematical model for the thermosyphoning in this

system was developed. The model was extended to include:

a partial-length heat exchanger, the effects of the mixing

of the fluid from inside the casing with that from the

aquifer, and the effects on heat transfer coefficients caused

by the scaling of the casing and heat exchanger. A para-

metric study of the system showed that the energy extraction



rate from the heat exchanger is largely dependent upon:

the temperature of the reservoir, the surface area of

the heat exchanger, the ratio of the flow area inside the

casing to the area of the annulus between the casing and

the well bore, and the degree of mixing between the water

from the aquifer and the cooler water from inside the

casing.

Flow measurements were made to verify the mathematical

model. A hot-film anemometer was used to measure the

convective flows within the casing but its use is greatly

limited because the coating that protects the hot-film

does not hold up at the temperatures encountered in a geo-

thermal well. Construction of an energy balance around

the heat exchanger in the well made it possible to estimate

the convective flows within the well.

Alternative designs for heat exchangers were examined.

A short multi-loop heat exchanger was designed, built, and

tested. Initial results indicate that this type of heat

exchanger could be used to replace the full-length heat

exchangers.presently in use for residences.
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NOMENCLATURE

A total area of DHE underwater

A
c

- surface area of casing

A
e

- cross sectional area inside casing with DHE

A. cross sectional area inside casing without DHE

A
o

cross sectional area of outer annulus

Cp specific heat at constant temperature

D
h

diameter of DHE pipe

DHE - downhole heat exchanger

D
c

inside diameter of casing

D
w

- diameter of well bore

De
e

hydraulic diameter inside casing with DHE

De. hydraulic diameter inside casing without DHE

De
o

hydraulic diameter of annulus outside the casing

Ea anemometer bridge ouput voltage

f
fe

- fanning friction factor for inside casing with DHE

f
fi

fanning friction factor for inside casing without DHE

f
fo

fanning friction factor for outer annulus

g - acceleration due to gravity

HRij heat flux path ij



L length of well between perforations

m - mass flow rate through casing

m
h

- mass flow rate through DHE

Pa power dissipated by hot film sensor

Q - energy extraction rate from DHE

r - fraction of flow through casing that is recirculated

R
1

- control resistance in anemometer electronics

R
2

- 20052 ± 0.1% fixed resistor in anemometer bridge

R
3

400 ± 0.1% fixed resistor in anemometer bridge

R
c

cable resistance for channel 1

R - resistance of hot film sensor
P

T. - water temperature at node j for network model

T
a

- temperature inside casing above DHE

T
b

- temperature inside casing above DHE

Tin inlet temperature to DHE

T
out

outlet temperature from DHE

T
P

temperature of hot film sensor

T
s

- temperature of reservoir

U
e

overall heat transfer coefficient through casing with DHE

U
h

- overall heat transfer coefficient through DHE



U
c

- overall heat transfer coefficient through casing
without DHE

w
1

constant in network convection equation

w
2

- constant in network convection equation

w
3

- constant in network convection equation

XL - length of DHE

a - ratio of DHE length to total length

thermal expansion coefficient

P - density



I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND PRESENTATION
OF THE PROBLEM

1.1 Introduction

Downhole heat exchangers (DHE) in geothermal wells

have been used for space heating in Klamath Falls, Oregon

for many years. The Klamath Falls area represents the

largest non-electric use of geothermal energy in the United

States and the largest application of the DHE system in the

world. There are over 400 geothermal wells in the Klamath

Falls area. These wells supply energy for space heating,

water heating, and some industrial process heating appli-

cations in approximately 500 buildings. However, improve-

ments in the DHE system have occurred through trial and

error. The project of which this thesis is a part is one

of the first efforts to analytically examine the DHE system.

. 1.2 Types of Geothermal Deposits

It has been established that approximately 10
24 Btu of

thermal energy lies within 10 kilometers of the surface of

the earth. Much of this energy is distributed too diffusely

to be easily recovered; however, there are a significant
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number of geothermal deposits that are concentrated enough

to be of economic interest ( 1 ). These deposits may be

classified in one of four categories.

a) Hydrothermal convective systems. Water serves as

the agent for transferring thermal energy from a deep igneous

source to a depth close enough to the surface to be reached

by drilling. If the water exists primarily as steam the

system is called a vapor-dominated system. If the water is

liquid or a saturated liquid-steam mixture the system is

called a liquid-dominated system. The geysers in California

are a vapor-dominated system and the Salton Sea in California

is a liquid-dominated system. There are a very few vapor-

dominated systems in the world while liquid-dominated systems

are relatively common.

b) Hot igneous system. This system is found in areas

of recent volcanic activity. Hot liquid or quasi-liquid rock

is close enough to the surface of the earth to be used

directly as an energy source. This type of deposit can be

found in Hawaii and the Cascade Mountain range. The current

level of technology is insufficient to develop this type of

system.

c) Impermeable dry rock systems. This sytem is charac-

terized by unusually large temperature gradients. Thermal
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energy is transported from deep within the earth by con-

duction through solid rock. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

is currently investigating methods to develop this type of

system ( 2 ).

d) Geopressured system. This system consists of high-

pressure brine which contains dissolved gases. Sand con-

taining water is trapped between layers of impermeable clay.

The weight of the material on top of the sand layer pres-

surizes the system. This type of system often contains sig-

nificant amounts of natural gas. These systems are found

in the Gulf Coast region of the United States on the contin-

ental shelf and are currently being developed.

1.3 Explanation of the DHE System

The resource in Klamath Falls is a liquid-dominated

convective hydrothermal system. The geothermal brines are

generally of low temperature (< 100°C) and close to the

surface (30m - 250m). This combination makes the use of a

DHE system particularly attractive. There are some wells

in Klamath.Falls that are relatively deep (600m) and do not

use the DHE system. DHE systems have been used in Klamath

Falls since the 1920's. A typical DHE system is shown in

Figure 1.1. Typical dimensions for the system are:
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well bore 10-12 in. .254-305m

casing diameter 8 in. .203m

total depth 250 ft. 77m

water level 45 ft. 14m

length between
perforations 160 ft. 50m

The use of the DHE system has several advantages over

the extraction of the geothermal brine from the well bore:

a) The water level in the geothermal reservoir is not

lowered.

b) The brine does not have to be disposed of at the

surface or reinjected.

c) Corrosion is confined to that portion of the DHE

that is below the water level in the well.

d) In many cases no external pumping is required be-

cause thermosyphoning will pump the secondary fluid through

the heat exchanger loop.

1.4 Explanation of the total project

This thesis reports on work that is part of a larger

project performed for the U.S. Energy Research and Develop-

ment Administration (Department, of Energy) by Oregon State
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University and Oregon Institute of Technology. The overall

purpose of the project is three-fold:

a) Determine when DHE systems are feasible both tech-

nically and economically.

b) Determine which well parameters have the greater

effect on DHE performance.

c) Propose and evaluate improvements in DHE design.

Initially, work on the project was split into two areas:

"Flow Measurement" and "Modelling". During the first year

these areas were studied by Churchill ( 3 ) and Kreitlow

( 4 ), respectively. Churchill considered different methods

that could be used to measure convective flows within wells.

His work indicated that a hot-film anemometer would be a

good choice for measuring such flows. An anemometer was

purchased, a calibration system for the anemometer was de-

signed and built, the anemometer was extensively calibrated,

and some flow measurements were taken in a well without a DHE.

Kreitlow considered mathematical models for the DHE

system and investigated the corrosion and scaling effects

of geothermal brine on a number of different materials. He

developed two models for the energy exchange within the sys-

tem. His first model was a differential equation model for
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the temperature gradients up the well on the inside and out-

side of the casing and on the down and up legs of the DHE.

The equations were solved by integrating from the bottom of

the casing to the top perforation level and matching the

temperature on the inside and outside of the casing at that

point. This model was very sensitive to initial guesses,

expensive to run, and difficult to use. In the second model

(network model) Kreitlow assumed that the temperature gra-

dients on both sides of the casing were linear. This

assumption allowed him to express the governing equations in

algebraic form. This model is easy to use, inexpensive to

run, and makes it possible to examine the effects of design

criteria on well performance.

1.5 Tasks to be Performed

The objectives of the author's research have been:

a) Continue development of the network model and com-

pare results of this model to those of the differential equa-

tion model.

b) Continue development of flow measurement techniques

and take flow measurements in wells with DHE.

c) Compare the values for velocity within the well ob-

tained by flow measurements to those predicted by the network

model.

d) Design a short multi-loop DHE and evaluate its per-

formance.
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II. NETWORK MODEL

2.1 Initial Work

The network model is based on the assumption that the

temperature gradients up both sides of the casing are linear.

With this assumption made, it is possible to model the system

as a network with heat and fluid flow paths between the nodes

as shown in Figure 2.1. (5) Temperature measurements sub-

stantiate the assumption of a linear temperature gradient

up the inside of the casing (see Figure 2.2). The governing

equations for this network system are as follows:

Convective motion: 2(w
1

+ w
2
)m

2
= T

2
T
3

Energy: T2 T3 = Q/Cpril

where

T
1
- T

3
= Q/C

p
M - HR

21
/C

p
rl

U.A
i cHR

21
=

2 ' 2
- T3) (2.4)

Q = M
h
C
p
(T
out

- Tin) ) (2.5)

2f
wl

2 2

fi (2.6)
p gAi Dei8
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Figure 2.1 Network model for full-length DHE.
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(2.7)

(2.8)

Combining these equations to give a single equation

.

for m gives:

C UeAc T
s

-Tin
0[

2
] 113 4. 112 4. m -

UA m
h

2C
p

w
1
+ w

2

(2.9)

After m is obtained from this equation, the other unknowns

are determined by:

Q = 2C
p
(w

1
+ w

2
)m

3

Tout =
in

+ Q/mhCp

T
3

= T
2

- Q/C m

U.A
i c

T
1

= T
2

...

2m
.2

C
2 Q

P

(2.13)

The above model uses the temperature of the reservoir

for the temperature of the brine at the bottom of the well

outside the casing. However, the perforations at the bottom

of the casing would allow the cooler brine from inside the

casing to mix with that of the reservoir before it goes up

the outside of the casing. The actual temperature of the

brine flowing up the outside of the casing would, therefore,
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be less than that of the reservoir. If this mixing is taken

into account the following equations are added to the

governing equations:

Mass Conservation: r m + (1-r)m = m (2.14)

Energy: rT
3
+ (1-r)T

s
= T

2
(2.15)

where the mixing ratio (r) is equal to the ratio of the mass

flow from inside the casing to the total mass flow rate up

the outside of the casing.

If this system of equations is reduced to an equation

for the single unknown M, the following equation results:

2Co
1 11;13 l+r

UeAc
m -

T2-Tin

LUA 1-r 2C w +w 0 (2.16)
1 2

where the terms are as previously defined. When equation

(2.16) is solved for M, the other unknowns can be determined

from the following:

Q = 2C
p
(w

1
+ w

2
)m

3

Tout Tin 1Q/111hCp

. T
2

= T
s

C 1)(Q/M
p
)(-1-r

T
3

= T
2

-

=

Q/M C

U
1
A
c

T3)T
1

T
2

- (T
22C M

-

p

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

2.21)
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2.2 Revision for Short DHE

The model developed by Kreitlow considered only a full

length DHE. The model must be modified in order to consider

a DHE that does not extend the entire distance from the top

to the bottom perforations. A schematic network model for

the short DHE system is shown in Figure 2.3. The DHE is

assumed to begin at the level of the top perforations and

to extend below that point.

The governing equations for this model are:

.

Convective Motion: 22a (w1 + w
2

+ w
3
)m

2
= T

2
-T

3
(2.22)

Energy:

=
DHE length

Total length between perforations

T2 - T3 = Q/m C
p

T
1

T
3
= (Q - HR2-2a

HR
2a-1

)/m C
p

T
1

T
la

= (Q - HR
2a-1

)/r11 C
p

T
2

T
2a

= T
3

T
la = HR 2-2a/m Cp

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)
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Figure 2.3 Network model for partial-length DHE
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where
U
e
A
c
a

HR
2a-1 2

(T
2a

- T
la

) (2.27)

U
c
A
c
(1-a)

HR
2-2a 2

(T
2

+ T
2a

- T
la

T
3

) (2.28)

Q fihCp (Tout Tin)
(2.29)

U
h
2

A
h

Q = (T
1

+ T
la in

T T
out

) (2.30)

f

w
1 2 20 (2.31)

p g Ao Deoe

f

w
2 2 21 (1-a)

p g Ai Deis
(2.32)

f
few

3 (a) (2.33)
a
2
g A De

e
e

e

Combining these equations to give a single equation

for M gives:

[2C p
I

1

]fl

3 .

m2
[

2U
c
A
c
(1-a)

+
U
e
A
c
a

I-Uu A
-h

C
P

2C
P

T Tin
-F(2-a)..--0

After I; is obtained from this equation, the other

unknowns afe determined by:

2C
.3

Q P
2-a

(w
1

+ w
2
+ w3)m

Tout Tin + Q/mhCp

T
3

= T
2

- Q/m C
P

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)
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If mixing is included within the model the governing

equations must be modified by including equations 2.14 and

2.15. If this set of equations is reduced to an equation

for a single unknown m, the following equation results:

2C 2UAc(1-a) U_Ac(a)
,. .

+ lm
L

1 3 l+r 2
UhA

h
Im m +[1-r 2C

T - T
+ (2-a) 2 in

= 0
1

(2.38)

Equations 2.35, 2.36, and 2.37 are unchanged. The computer

program used to solve equation 2.33 is presented in Appendix

A.

2.3 Factors Affecting Convective Mass Flow Rate

The convective motion governing equation,

.2
2-a

(w
1

+ w
2

+ w
3
)m = T

2
T
3

(2.22)

sets the head gain due to buoyancy equal to the head loss due

to friction in the convective loop. Model results for the

convective flow rate (m) through the well of varying D/e

(1/relative roughness) of the well bore and Dw (diameter of

well bore) are shown in Figure 2.4. These curves show that

the convective mass flow rate is very dependent upon the

value of D/e as well as D.

The values used for D/e and Dw in the model cannot be
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easily measured, therefore, they are estimated.

The author made two estimates for D/e (50 and 100).

The value of 100 produced better results when compared to

the measured energy extraction rate of a working well. The

well characteristics are indicated in Table 2.1 and test

results are shown in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5 also indicates

that the well bore for a well drilled with a 10 inch bit

probably has a value between 10 and 11 inches. If a well

is drilled in a different geological area from Klamath Falls

the values of D/e and D
w

may be substantially different from

those the author used.

2.4 Scaling and Mixing

Scale will be deposited on the portion of the DHE and

the casing that are exposed to geothermal brine. This scale

will act as an insulating material and will have an effect

on the heat transfer within the system. To account for this

the overall heat transfer coefficients for the casing and

for the DHE were modified as follows:

U
1

1 1

U U scale

A value of 150
Btu was used for Uscale

. (6). The
hr-ft

2
-
o
F

influence of scale on well performance and the selection of

design variables will be discussed in Section 2.5.
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TABLE 2.1 WELL CHARACTERISTICS FOR WELL
LOCATED AT GIBBS STREET AND

OLD FORT ROAD

WELL BORE (Dw) .254m

CASING DIAMETER (Do) .203m

DHE DIAMETER (Dh) .060m

NUMBER OF LOOPS 1

LENGTH BETWEEN PERFORATIONS (L) 43m

DHE LENGTH (XL) 43m

TEMPERATURE OF RESERVOIR 101 °C

INLET TEMPERATURE TO DHE 21°C
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Figure 2.5 Experimental and model results for energy
extraction as a function of flow rate through
the DHE. For well indicated in Table 2.1.
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Mixing of the cooler brine from inside the casing with

the brine from the aquifer as it enters the well has a sig-

nificant effect on well performance. This is shown in Figure

2.6. The decrease in the brine temperature around the DHE

caused by mixing is the major factor for the decrease in the

energy extraction rate. The degree of mixing is largely

dependent on aquifer properties and as yet no good method of

estimating the degree of mixing without experimental data

has been developed. Methods of calculating the mixing ratio

from experimental data are discussed in Section 3.2.

2.5 Influence of Design Variables

To evaluate the effects of design parameters on well

performance a set of design criteria for a standard well

was established (see Table 2.2), then each parameter was

varied while holding the other parameters constant. The

parameters considered were well characteristics (D
c'

D
w'

T
s

, and L) and heat exchanger design variables (Dh, XL,

number of loops, Mh, and inlet temperature).

The influence of the well characteristics are shown in

Figures 2.7 a and b and 2.8 a and b. The figures showing

the influence of Dw
and D

c
indicate that the relationship

between the area inside the casing and the area of the

annulus between the casing and the well bore has a large
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TABLE 2.2 DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR STANDARD WELL

WELL BORE (Dw) .254m

CASING DIAMETER (Do) .203m

DHE DIAMETER (Dh) .060m

NUMBER OF DHE LOOPS 1

LENGTH BETWEEN PERFORATIONS (L) 50m

DHE LENGTH (XL) 50m

MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH DHE (1;h)

TEMPERATURE OF RESERVOIR (Ts)

INLET TEMPERATURE TO DHE

3.0 kg/sec

100 °C

71 °C
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influence on the energy extraction rate. Most wells in the

Klamath Falls area are drilled with a 10 inch bit, therefore,

the well bore can be assumed to have a diameter of between

10 and 11 inches (see Figure 2.5). Results from the network

model indicate that installation of a 6 inch (.152m) casing

rather than the standard 8 inch (.203m) casing and a 2 inch

(.060m) single loop DHE would increase the energy extraction

rate by approximately 50%. Energy extraction rates increase

linearly with reservoir temperature (Ts) to a temperature

above 200 °C. The value of L is normally dependent upon the

structure of the aquifer and is not readily controllable.

Small or large values for L decrease the performance of the

well. For wells that are unusually deep the output could be

increased by placing the perforations in the casing at a

point farther below the water line. The deposit of scale

will tend to flatten the peak of the curve (see Figure 2.8b).

The scale will act as insulation thus decreasing the heat

transfer through the casing. This will tend to increase

the convective flow rate in the well. For larger values of

L the effect of this increase in convective flow rate will

be greater, than the decrease in the heat transfer coeffi-

cient caused by scale on the DHE.

Figure 2.9 a and b and 2.10 a and b show the effect

of the heat exchanger design variables. As the DHE area
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is increased either by increasing the number of loops or

by increasing the heat exchanger length (XL) the energy

extraction rate will increase. The addition of loops to

the DHE will increase the energy extraction rate until the

DHE effectively fills the casing and slows the convective

flow rate within the well. Again the deposit of scale will

tend to flatten the curve. Extraction will increase as the

mass flow rate (m
h
) increases but the pressure drop through

the DHE will also increase and the outlet temperature will

decrease. If the pressure drop through the DHE becomes too

great the secondary fluid will have to be pumped through

the DHE because the thermosyphoning effect will be too small.

Decreasing the inlet temperature dramatically increases

the energy extraction rate but also decreases the outlet

temperature.
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III. DHE DESIGN AND TESTING

3.1 Concept and Advantages of the Short DHE

DHE systems for a single house in Klamath Falls have

design parameters similar to those listed in Table 2.2 with

the exception that the mass flow rate through the DHE is

typically .6 kg/sec (10 gal/min). This DHE system is over-

designed to produce the required energy extraction rate that

is needed to heat a single home. The surface area of the

DHE could be decreased significantly and still not greatly

effect the performance of the system (see Figure 2.9a).

The above condition prompted the design of a short multi-

loop DHE.

This DHE would deliver sufficient energy to the house

without significantly lowering the outlet temperature from

the DHE and without the need to pump the secondary fluid

through the DHE. The advantages of this type of DHE are:

a) It requires less material to make.

b) It may be produced in quantity in a shop and trans-

ported to the well.
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c) The DHE is lighter, therefore, a smaller crane

may be used to install it and it would require less time

to install.

A short DHE was designed and fabricated (see Figure

3.1). This DHE was installed in a well and connected to

the heating system of a house in November, 1977. The short

DHE system provided sufficient energy to heat the house

without the need to pump the secondary fluid ( 7 ).

3.2 Results From Tests in Klamath Falls

Results from the network model for a well with a full-

length DHE have previously been compared to the experimental

results from a well with a working DHE in Chapter 2. The

results were presented in Figure 2.5. This section presents

findings of additional modelling and testing of both full and

partial length DHE's.

The energy extraction rates for known flow rates through

a full-length DHE were measured for a well at Ponderosa

Junior High School. The well was 460 feet (115.4m) deep with

a well bore of 14 inches (.36m) and a casing diameter of 12

inches (.30m). The well contained a full-length DHE with

two 2 inch loops and one 3 inch loop. The inlet temperature

into the DHE was 170°F (77°C) and the flow rates varied from
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Figure 3.1 Short multi-loop DHE. The length is 21 feet.
There are 12, 3/8 inch pipes and 2, 1 1/2 inch
pipes.
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240 to 290 gal/min (15 to 20 kg/sec). The mixing ratio

was assumed to be zero. The results are summarized as

follows:

m
h measured model

15 kg/sec 560 kw 599 kw

18 kg/sec 630 kw 638 kw

20 kg/sec 653 kw 660 kw

These results are in good agreement with the network model

for a full-length DHE.

Since the network model was greatly modified for

the short DHE, the validity of this model must also be exper-

imentally verified. Tests were run on two wells located at

1932 Portland Street and at 2130 Herbert Street in Klamath

Falls. The characteristics of these wells are shown in

Table 3.1 and the DHE used is shown in Figure 3.1

In May, 1978, measurements were taken at the well

located on Portland Street. Input for the model used values

of 11 inches (.279m) for Dw and 11 for the number of DHE

loops. Since the diameter of the well bore is determined

by the composition of the aquifer, the larger well bore is

a distinct possibility. The addition of loops to the DHE

account for the area of the pipe that is below the waterline

in the well but above the DHE. The mixing ratio was estimated
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as 0.85 as an average for the four test runs on the well.

The method used to estimate the mixing ratio was to estimate

the flow rate from the reservoir. The mass flow rate of

the brine from the reservoir is obtained from an energy

balance of the entire DHE system:

1-7111 (Tout-Tin)
madd

(3.1)
T
s

- T
3

The mixing ratio can now be calculated:

m
add

r = 1 . (3.2)

The heat transfer results of these measurements are sum-

marized as follows:

h

.26 kg/sec

.50 kg/sec

1.20 kg/sec

1.80 kg/sec

Q Q
measured model

59 kw 43 kw

78 kw 71 kw

147 kw 130 kw

153 kw 172 kw

The model gave good results for flow rates close to those

required to heat a normal house (.6 kg/sec) but slightly

under-predicts the energy extraction rates at lower flow

rates.

Another series of measurements were taken in June,

1978 at the well located on Herbert Street. Input for the

network model used values of 12 inches (.305m) for Dw
and 11
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TABLE 3.1 WELL CHARACTERISTICS

Portland Street Herbert Street

L 64m 46m

D
w

.254m .267m

D
c

.203m .203m

T
s

89°C 97 °C

D
h

.017m .017m

XL 6.4m 6.4m
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for the number of DHE loops. The mixing ratio was estimated

to be 0.5. Temperatures inside and outside the casing could

be measured, therefore, the mixing ratio could be calculated

by solving Equation 2.15 for r.

T
2

- T
s

r
T
3

T
s

The results of these measurements are as follows:

m
h measured model

.9 kg/sec

1.35 kg/sec

1.7 kg/sec

170 kw

280 kw

331 kw

179 kw

253 kw

307 kw

(3.3)

The predicted energy extraction rates and the measured

energy extraction rates are again in good agreement.

Flow conditions in the aquifers appear to be quite

different for the two wells. This is indicated not only

by the great difference in energy extraction rates from

similar wells but also by the time required to reach steady

state operating conditions. The well on Portland Street

required between 1 and 2 hours to reach steady state oper-

ation when the flow rate through the DHE was changed, while

the well on Herbert Street reached a steady state operating

condition within 20 minutes. From this it is reasonable to

assume that the convective mass flow rate through the well
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on Herbert Street is considerably greater than that through

the well on Portland Street. This is discussed further in

Section 4.4.
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IV. FLOW MEASUREMENT

4.1 Initial Work

Churchill's work ( 8 ) indicated that a hot film

anemometer would be a good instrument to use for measuring

flows within this type of geothermal well. The anemometer

is used in the constant temperature mode; that is, the tem-

perature difference, between the fluid and the hot film

(overheat), is held constant.

The control circuitry for this mode of operation is

shown in Figure 4.1. The bridge is in balance when the

resistance on both sides are equal.

R1R2 = R2(Rp + Rc) (4.1)

The cable resistance (R
c

) is measured on a Wheatstone bridge

and the hot film resistance (R p) is calculated as follows:

Rp = a + b Tp (4.2)

where a and b are constants and T is the desired temperature

of the hot film (fluid temperature plus overheat). The

constants a and b are obtained by measuring the resistance



c,i
D. C. differential

amplifier
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of hot-film anemometer bridge.



of the hot film at several known temperatures and using

that data as input for a linear regression analysis. The

setting for the variable decade resistor (R1) is now cal-

culated.

R
1
= Rp + Re (4.3)

40

The other resistances, R2 and R3, are constant at 200 n and

40 Q, respectively.

The differential amplifier adjusts the current flow

through the hot film (R
P
) until the bridge is balanced at

the desired overheat. The potential across the bridge (Ea)

is measured and the power dissipation from the hot film is

calculated.

Pa
Ea

2
R

(R
c

+ R
P

+ R
3

)
2

(4.4)

The power dissipation from the hot film is directly propor-

tional to the velocity past the hot film. ( 9 )

Calibration of the anemometer at a given temperature

is accomplished by passing water at a known velocity and tem-

perature past the hot film. The variable decade resistance

(R
1

) is calculated and set. The potential across the bridge

(Ea) can now be measured and the power dissipation (Pa) cal-

culated. The required potential (Ea) is measured for several

known velocities and a calibration curve (velocity vs. power
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dissipation) is plotted for each temperature and overheat.

A single calibration curve is valid only for a given

temperature and overheat. The anemometer must be calibrated

at or close to the temperature at which it is used. Since

temperatures within geothermal wells vary a great deal, a

set of calibration curves is required for each value of over-

heat.

4.2 Anemometer Stability

In January, 1977 the resistance of the probe became

unstable. The anemometer was returned to the manufacturer

and rebuilt. The rebuilt probe was calibrated and Churchill

obtained flow measurements in a well without a DHE. ( 10 )

In July, 1977 the resistance of the rebuilt probe became

unstable. The author hypothesized that the coating used to

electrically isolate the hot film from the brine had sep-

arated from the backing and allowed the film to be shorted

out. This problem has also been reported by Zakanyz, Wright,

and Elrod ( 11 ) and by Morrow and Kline ( 12 ).

The author tested the coating used by the manufacturer

along with several epoxy coatings. This was accomplished by

coating a small piece of aluminum, allowing the coating to

cure, and placing the piece of metal in hot water (95°C).

No coating tested was able to satisfactorily adhere to the
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aluminum for a period of 20 hours in the hot water. Since

epoxy coatings are difficult to replace the author decided

that the coating used by the manufacturer was the best tem-

porary coating that is commonly available. Communications

with the manufacturer and several epoxy companies also indi-

cated that there was no commonly available permanent coating

that could effectively isolate the hot film in the harsh

environment of a geothermal well. The probe could be used

for a short time, then the coating would have to be replaced.

The manufacturer of the probe would only guarantee the

coating for 25 hours of operation and then the coating would

have to be replaced. This condition severly limits the

allowable calibration and measurement time for a probe.

4.3 Energy Balance Method

The magnitude of the convective flows within the geo-

thermal wells can be estimated by modeling the system as

shown in Figure 4.2. The mass flow rate of the convective

current can be calculated by taking temperature measurements

within the well and the DHE and by making an energy balance.

This yields the following relationship:

m
h

(T
out in

- Tin) = m (T
a

- T
b

) (4.5)

The temperatures above the DHE (Ta) and below the DHE (Tb)
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Figure 4.2 Model for estimating convective flows.
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are measured with thermisters. The temperature from the

DHE (T
out

) is measured with a thermometer while the inlet

temperature to the DHE can be measured with a thermistor

located just above the DHE or with a mercury thermometer

at the surface. The mass flow rate can be calculated from

Equation 4.5:

m (T -T )
h out inm
Ta - Tb (4.6)

If a short DHE is used just below the top perforation level,

the conduction through the casing can be neglected because

the temperature difference between the brine inside the

casing and outside the casing is small and the surface area

of the casing is relatively small.

If the temperature is measured at the surface, then the

temperature in the inlet leg just above the DHE must be

estimated. An energy balance for flow through a pipe that

is immersed in a fluid of known temperature yields the

following relationship:

Mh Cp (TB - TA) = U
P

A
P

(T T
ave

) (4.7)

If T
00

is much greater than TB, T
A
may be used in lieu of

Tave
without introducing a significant amount of error.

Solving this equation for T
B

yields:



U A (T -T )

TB P P A + T
AMh Cp

(4.8)
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By evaluating this expression at intervals from the surface

to the DHE, the temperature just above the DHE can be esti-

mated.

4.4 Results from Tests in Klamath Falls

Flows have been measured in a well without a DHE by

Churchill ( 13) but not in a well with a working DHE. It

is necessary to measure flows in a well with a working DHE

not only to determine whether hot-film anemometers can be

used to increase this type of flow but also to verify the

validity of the network model. Flow measurements were made

in the wells located at 1932 Portland Street and 2130

Herbert Street. The flow measurements were conducted simul-

taneously with the measurement of energy extraction rates

discussed in Section 3.2.

In the well located on Portland Street the anemometer

was located approximately 2 feet below the top perforations.

Results frdm the anemometer measurements are summarized as

follows:
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Ea Pa Velocity
Average

.55 kg/sec 6.05-5.6 volts .094-.079 w .76 ft/sec

1.20 kg/sec 5.8-5.6 volts .090-.084 w .79 ft/sec

1.80 kg/sec 5.8-5.4 volts .089-.077 w .76 ft/sec

The mass flow rate through the casing can be calculated from

this velocity. The mass flow rates from the anemometer

readings, from the energy balance method, and from the net-

work model are as follows:

m
h

m m m
anemometer energy balance model

.55 kg/sec 7.5 kg/sec 6.3 kg/sec 5.8 kg/sec

1.20 kg/sec 7.6 kg/sec 6.0 kg/sec 7.0 kg/sec

1.80 kg/sec 7.5 kg/sec 7.5 kg/sec 7.6 kg/sec

Here, the inlet temperature into the DHE for the energy

balance method was estimated by applying Equation 4.8 at

5 foot intervals from the top of the well, where the temper-

ature was measured, to the top of the DHE. The convective

flow rates predicted by the network model are in fairly good

agreement with those measured by the anemometer. The results

from the energy balance method could be greatly improved by

measuring the inlet temperature into the DHE directly in-

stead of having to estimate it.

When measurements were taken at the well on Herbert

Street the anemometer was located 2 feet above the top of

the DHE but was only about 7 feet below the top perforations.
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A thermister was lowered down the inlet side of the DHE to

a point just above the DHE, now the inlet temperature could

be measured instead of estimated. Results for the flow

rates from the energy balance method and the network model

are summarized as follows:

.

m
h

M
energy balance

m
model

.9 kg/sec 11.1 kg/sec 11.1 kg/sec

1.35 kg/sec 12.3 kg/sec 12.4 kg/sec

1.7 kg/sec 12.9 kg/sec 13.2 kg/sec

The results from the energy balance method and the pre-

dictions from the network model are in good agreement.

The coating around the hot-film was cracked after the

first set of readings so, readings were obtained only at

one heat exchanger flow rate. For this set of readings the

potential (Ea) required to balance the anemometer bridge

was approximately 8.7 volts, indicating a power dissipation

of 0.23 watts. Since the largest power dissipation recorded

was 0.07 watts, the experimental reading was too large to

allow reasonable extrapolation of the calibration curve.

Furthermore, the flow rate calculated from the energy bal-

ance would indicate that the power dissipation should have

had a value of approximately 0.095 watts. The anemometer

appeared to be working properly and was giving consistent
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readings, therefore, it is felt that the anemometer reading

was not a true indicator of the vertical flow through the

casing.

The anemometer was designed so that the hot-film is

located on the probe at a position 90° from the stagnation

point if the flow is along the tube axis. This was done so

that the probe could be used to measure both up and down

flows within the casing. At the Reynolds numbers expected

boundary layer separation occurs at an angular position of

about 80° from the stagnation point. The heat transfer

coefficient is at a minimum at the stagnation point and can

be as much as 2 times at its maximum which is at the stag-

nation point. (14) Due to the magnitude of the convective

flow and the location of the anemometer (close to the per-

forations) there could be a significant tangential velocity

present. (15) The presence of this tangential velocity

makes it impossible to determine the angular position of the

hot-film relative to the flow and thus invalidates the

calibration done with the hot-film at an angular position

of 90°.

Two things can readily be done to correct this con-

dition. First, the anemometer could be placed farther from

the top perforations. This would allow the tangential vel-

ocity to be damped out. If this is not possible a shroud
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could be mounted around the probe so that the flow around

the hot-film is always from the same direction. The

shroud would have to be small enough to fit down a well

but should not restrict the flow to the hot-film. The

probe should also be redesigned to relocate the position

of the hot-film to the vicinity of the stagnation point.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Validity of the Network Model

A network model for the DHE system has been developed

and extended to include the partial-length DHE and mixing.

The predictions from this model were compared to test data

from wells with DHE's installed. The results from these

tests indicated that the network model can predict with

reasonable accuracy both the energy extraction rate and the

magnitude of the convective flow within the well. A para-

metric analysis showed that the energy extraction rates

from the well are largely dependent upon the temperature of

the geothermal reservoir, the surface area of the DHE, the

ratio of the flow area inside the casing to that of the

annulus, and the degree of Mixing between the cooler brine

from inside the casing and the brine from the aquifer as it

enters the well. The magnitude of the convective flows for

a given flow rate through the DHE and inlet temperature is

largely dependent upon the relative roughness of the well

bore and the ratio of the area inside the casing to that of

the annulus.
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The relative roughness of the well bore, the diameter

of the well bore, and the degree of mixing must be estimated

and used as inputs for the network model. Limits have been

fairly well established for the relative roughness and the

diameter of the well bore, but the degree of mixing is

largely dependent upon the flow conditions in the aquifer.

More experimental data from a variety of wells is needed to

more accurately estimate the degree of mixing.

5.2 Use of Hot-Film Anemometers to Measure

Flows in Geothermal Wells

A hot-film anemometer can be used to measure flows

within geothermal wells but its use is severly limited. The

chief limitation is the durability of the probe. The coa-

ting that electrically isolates the hot-film from the geo-

thermal brine does not satisfactorily adhere to the backing

of the hot-film at the high temperatures encountered in a

geothermal well. This coating must be replaced after a

short period of use. The replacement of this coating is

expensive and time consuming. Output from the anemometer is

also sensitive to flow direction.

For the hot-film anemometer to be a dependable flow

measuring device for geothermal wells, the problem of elec-

trically isolating the hot-film from the geothermal brine
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must be solved. The problems of flow direction around the

probe can be solved by locating the probe farther below the

top perforations or by placing a shroud around the probe.

The probe should be redesigned to locate the hot-film at the

stagnation point instead of near the separation point.

5.3 Performance of Short DHE

A short multi-loop DHE was designed and built. This

DHE was installed in a well and connected to the heating

system of a house. During the first winter of operation

it produced satisfactory results. Initial tests on wells

with a short DHE tend to indicate that it could be a viable

alternative to the full-length DHE for residential use.

More tests are needed to verify the performance of the

short multi-loop DHE. An economic analysis should be under-

taken to compare the short multi-loop DHE with the full-

length DHE.
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APPENDIX A

Computer program to solve Equation 2.38
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This program solves the equation for the network model

that was presented as Equation 2.38. The program is de-

signed to be run interactively from a time-sharing terminal.

The results are written on tape 7 and may be routed to the

line printer.
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DROCFAM MAIN(INPUT,OUTDUT,TAPFI,TAPEn=OUTPUT)
IMPLIUT PEAL (L,N1
CO4MON/ONE/A0,A1,A2,A30,AC,AI,A0,AF,9,jC.DEE,DEI,DEC,DH,DLN,OW
CO4tION/TWC/XL,FN,FEFF,FFI,FFE,FFO,HION,L,M,MH,TH,TN,TIN,TI,HE

1.TS,01,112,CR,i0LT

COMMON/THPEE/U,UC,W1,W2,W3.AL0HT,UCEOlLT1100,21,C1,PV.P',I
COMMON/FOUR/FFH,V19VE,VFE.Y001,1MAX.EFE,COSKWH,FNGY
DATA HOOT/4./

C

C READ DATA
C

10 CALL REA0I(J9STEFOS)

C

C

C

C

C

PUT HEADING ON FILE

WPITE(7.11)
11 FORMAII5Y.tOC,.714,tiNf,T?3,*DWi.1.17.tIQt,T41,f1IN!,14Q,

liTOUTt,T59.fISg,T68,fWit,T77,X4t,T134,tXLt.T91,,Li.T100,
2iclipT106.;EFH,f115,fPSIt,T121,/COSKWIU.T131.9/ENCOfl

CALCULATE APEr, 4N1 EQUIVALENT DIAMETERS

10 100 I=1,N
NR=I
XL=LALPHT
CALL AO

C
C ASSUME WAIT
C

20 CONTINUE
4=M001

C

C CALCULATE VELOCITIES, REVNOLT., NUMBERS AND FRICTICN
FACTORS.

C

CALL VRF
C

CALCULATE HT CUFFIGIFATS

CALL HTCOEF
C

C CALCULATE WI AND W2
C

CALL Ws
C

C

C FIN CALCULATIONS
C

CALL FINS
C

C CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS
C

CALL COEFS
C
C SuLVE EQUATION
C

C'LL SOLVF(A0,A102.13,1)
C

C TEST AS4UMLU moor
C

FRR=AFSIMCUTM)
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MOOT=M
IF(LRF/M.0.0005)G0 TO 20

CALCULATE OUTPUT

0.(2./(2.-4LPHT1)(W1 +W2+w31 *4.2M3
TOUT=TIM40/MH/4.2
T3=TS-0/(m*4.21*(R4/(1.-RMI)
01=TS-TOUT
02=T3-TIN
IF(01.LT.0..0F.92.LT.0.) GO TO 102
OMAA=4.2MH*(TS-TIN)
EFF=0/0MAx

C CALCULATE COST

ALWEL=13.8
ALPIP=9.1
FROM=.1
FLF=.2

CHELL=(226.OW430.)*(1+10.)/ALWEL
CPIPE=t(.89DHf6.13)2.*XL425.*TNUALPIP
COSYR=tCNELL.CPICE)(1.+FROM)
ENGY=0*FLF*8760.
COSKWH=100.COSYR/ENGY

PLT(I.21=0
C
C OISPLAY RESULTS
C

CALL OUTPUT(J,NS)
C
C INCREMENT SELECTED VARIABLE
C

GO TO (91,92.93,94,9506,07,90,99),J
91 PLT(I,1)=TIN

TIN=TIN+STEP
GO TO 100

92 PLT(I,11=TS
TS=TS4STEP
GO TO 100

91 PLTII.1) =mH
4H=MH+STEF,
GO TO 100

94 PLT(I,1)=L
L=L+STEP
GO TO 100

95 PLT(I.1)=TN
TN=TNFSTEP
GO TO 100

95 PLTJI,1I=ALPHT
ALPHT=ALPHT+STEP
GO TO 100

97 0LTII,1)=ON
,W=UW4STEP
GO TO 100

98 PLT(I,1)=CC
DU=DC+STEP
GO TO 100

99 PLI(I.1)=RM



RM=RMSTEP
100 CONTINUE

C

PLOT RESULTS
C

C

C

102 CALL FLOTO,NRI

GO TO 10
END

SUaROUTINE READIAJ,STEP,NSI
IMPLICIT REAL (L,M)
COMMON/ONEIA0.A1,A2,A3,A,AC,AI,A0,AE,O,OC,DEE,OEI,OE0,0H2OLN,OH
COMMON/TWO/XL,EN,FEFF,FFI,EFE,FFO,HIOH,L,M,HH,TH,TN,TIN,TS,HE
1,13,01.02,CP,TocT
COHHON/THREE/U,UC,W1,W2,w3,ALPHT,UCE,PLTI100,21,0I,Rm,PSI

C

C DIMENSIONS USED IN PROGRAM
C MASS FLOW RATES ARE IN KG/SEC
C TENTERATURES APE IN DECREES CENTIGRADE
C LENGTHS AND DIAMETERS ARE IN METERS
C

C

C

C

PRINT*,tENTEP CASING DIAMETER,OHE DIAMETER, HASSFLOW RATEt,
itTHROUGH 04E. AND LENGTHt
READ,DC,OH,MH,L
IFIGC.LE.O.ISTOP
PRINT*,tENTER INLET TEIPFRATURE TO OHE AND t,
ItRESERVOIR TEMPERATUREt
READ',TIN,TS
PRINT*,tENTER WELL DIAMETER MIXING PATIO , ANDt,
1tRAT1U OF OHE LENGTH TO TOTAL LENGTHt
REA0',OW,PM,ALPHT
PRINT',RENTER NUMBER OF FINS.THICKNESS,LENGTH AND NUMBER OFt,
it L0OPSt
REAu*,FN,DLN,D,TN

ENTER VAR NUM9ER,STEP SIZE AND NUMBER OF STEPSt
PRINT'tt VAR 1= TIN. 2=TS, 3=HH, 4.L. 5=TN. 6=ALPHTt
PRINT",* 7row, 8=OC, 9=MRt
PEAu.,J,STEP,NS

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE AD
IMPLICIT REAL (L,MI
COMMoNIONE/A0,A1,A2,A3,A.AC,A1,A0,AE,B4OC.DEE,OPI,OE0,0H2OLN,Dw
COMMON/TWO/XL,FN,FEFF,FFI,FFE,FFO,HI,WA.L,M,MH,TH,TN,TIN,TS.HE
1,T301,02,3P,TOUT
COMMON/THREE/U,LC,W1012,w3,ALPHT,UGE,PLTI100,21,0I,RP,PSI
DATA TH/.0079/
PI=4.*ATANI1.01
A=2.*PI*DH'XL*TN
AC=PI'DC*L
AI=PPOC.DC/1.
AO=PI*(GHDH-(0C+2.*TH)**2)/4.
AE=PI'(OG'OC-2..TW'OH.DH)/4.
PEE=FI'(DC4.2.*TN'OH)
DEE=4.*AE/PEE
PEI=PI*OC
PEO=PI'IOWI0Ct?.*THII
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C

OEI=4.*AI/PEI
DE0=4.10AO/PEO
RETUPN
END

SUBROUTINE VRF
IMPLICIT REAL IL,M)
COMMON/ONE/40011,112,A31A,AC.AI,AD,AE,9.00,OEE.DEIIDEO/DN.OLN,DW
COMM0N/TWU/XL,FN,FEFF,PFI.FFEIFF00-1I.RH,L,M,MR.TH,TR,TIN,TS,ME
1,T3.01,02,CPITOUT
CONON/THREE/U.UC,W1,R20.43,ALPHT,UCE,PLT(100,2),01,RM,PSI
COMMON/FOUR/FFR,VI.VE,4ME,V0
DATA RLRFO/100./
DATA RHO,ANU/1000.,.294E-6/
PI.4.*ATAN(1.)

C

C CALCULATE FLOW VELOCITIES
C

C
C
C

C

C
C

VI=M/IRHO*AI)
VE=M/tRHO*AE)
WT=.0C26
IF(OH.GT..0267/WT=.0036
IF(014.GT..154)WT=.0055
VHE=4.*MH/IRHOFI*I0H-2.*WT1 *(OH-2.*WTI*TN)
VOrM/IRHO''AO)
DI=DH-2.*WT
VR=VI/V0

CALCULATE REMDLOS NUMBERS

RED.DFO*VO/AN0
REE=CEE*VE/ANU
REI',DEI*VI/ANU
REM=DI*1/HE/ANU

CALCULATE FRICTION FACTORS

RLRFI.DEI/.000046
PLRFE.DEE/.000046
RLRFH=DI/.000046
FFI.FFFTREI,RLRFI)
FFE=FPF(RLE,RLRFE)
EFH=FRFIRE4,RLPFH)
FFO=FPF(REO,RLRFO)
PSI=1/HE'VHEI2./9.81*2..XL/DI*FFH*1.412
RETUPN
END

C
FUNCTION FRFIKE,FLRF)

C

C FUNCTION FRF IFTFRMINES FRICTION FACTWtS
C

C
C

C

FF=.C1
I=1
IF(RE.LT.2300.1G0 TO 300
IFCRE.GT.1.E6IG0 TO 200

TRANSITION PF.GION

10 FN=4."ALOC10IRLPF)42.23-4.*ALOGIO(4.67*RLF/IREwSCRTIFF))1.)
FN.1./(FN'EN)
IF(ACSIEN-FF).LT.1.E-5)G0 TO 100
1=1+1
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C

C
C

C

FF.FN
GO TO 10

100 IF(RLPF/IRE*SORT(FFII.GT..01)60 TO 400
200 FF=1.,(4.*ALOG10(RLRF) 3.2.28) **2

GO TO 400
300 FF=16./RE
400 FRF =FF

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE HTCOEF
IMPLICIT REAL (L.H)
COMMON/ONE/A0,41,A2,A3pArAC.Al.A0,AE03.0C,OEE,OEIOE0,0H.OLN,OH
COMMON/TNO/XL,FN,FEFF,RFI.FFE,FRO.HI,HH.LOOH,THO'N,TIN,TSIHE
1.1.3.01,02.CP,TOUT
CO1MON/THREE/U,UC,W1042,N3,ALPHTOCE,PLT(100,2),01,RM.PSI
COMMONIFOUR/FFH,VI,VE.JHE.V0
DATA RHO.CP/1000..4200.1

CALCULATE FILM COEFFICIENTS

HE.RHO*CPVE'STIFFEI
HI=kHO*CP*VI*ST(FRI)
HH=RNO*CF*VHE*ST(FFNI
HO=RHO'CP*VO*ST(FFO)

C
C CALCULATE OVERALL HT COEFFICIENT THROUGH CASING
C

C THE NUMPER IN THE NEXT STATEMENT REPRESENTS A SCALE CEPOSIT COEFF.
UC=HO'HI/tH0+11II
UCE.HO*HE/IHO+HFI
RETURN
END

C

C
C

C

C
C

C

FUNCTION ST(FF)

CALCULATE STANTON NUMBER

PR=1.75
ST=FF/2./(1.045.0wSCRT(FF/2.1*(PR-1.0)1
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE WS
COMMON/ONE/AO,A1,A2,A3,A,AC,A100,AE,110C.DEE.DFII0E0.ON,OLN,ON
COMMON/TWO/XL,FN,REFR,FFI,FFE.FRO.HI,HH,L.M,MH,TM,TN,TIN,TS.HE
10-301,02,3P,TOUT
COMMON/THREE/U.UC.W1.W2043,ALPHT,UCF_IPLT1100,29101,RM,PSI
DATA RHO.G.BETA/1000.0.B,2.5E-4/
W1=2.'FF0/(RNO*PHC*GsA0*A040EU*BETA)
142.2.*FF1/(RHU*RHU.G.AI*AT.DEI*BETA)*(L-XL1 /FLOAT(L)
N3=2.*FFEtIRMC*RHO*G.AEAE*DEE*BETA/*XL/L
RETURN
ENO

SU3KONTINE FINS
COHMCN/ONE/A0,A1,A2,Al.A,AC.A1,40,AEO.DC,ORZ,DE1.07:C,CH,OLN,OW
COMMON/TNT1,XL,FN.FFFR,FFI,FFE,FFOOION.L.1,MH,TM,TN,TIN,TS.HE
1,13,01,02.CP,70UT
COMMON/THPLE/U.UR041,W2042,ALPHT.UCF.PLT(100.2).01.RM.RSI
DATA SCONO /50./
PI=4.*ATAN(10
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C

C
C

C

IF(FN.E0.0.)G0 TO 10

CALCULATE FIN EFFICIENCY

EM=SORTI2.*HI/SCOND/DLN/
EMD=EM*B
FEFF=TANHCEMU /EMP

SF=FN*(2.*d+OLN)
SO=PI*DH-FWDLN
GJ i0 20

10 FEFF=0.
SF=0.
SO=PH

20 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATE OVERALL HT COEF TO ONE
C

C
C
C

C

C

C

U=HHHE*ISF...FEFFC30I/(HH*RI*OH+SF,TEFFfSO+HEI

MODIFY U TO ACCOUNT FOR MULTIPLE TUBES

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE COEFS
IMPLICIT REAL (L.M)
COMMON/ONE/AD,A1.A2,A3,A,AC,AI,A0,AE,O,OC,OEEIDEI,GEO,OR.OLNOW
CO4MON/TWO/AL,FN,FEFF,FFI,FFE,FFO,HI,HH.L,MOH,TH,TN.TIN,TS.HE
1,T3,01.02,CR,TOUT
COMMON/THREE/U. UCIH1 W2. H.3, ALPHT, UCE, PLT I 100 a) .0 To RPIPSI

DATA CP/4200./

ALPHT=XL/L
TD=RM*T34.(1.-R41*IS
A3=2.*CP/U/1./PH
A2=(1.4MR)/(1.-MRI
A1=2*UC*AC*(1.-ALPHTI/DP+UCE*ACALPHT/2./CR
A0= 12.ALPHT)*(TIN-TD)/(W1+N24443)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SOLVEIA0,41,A2,A3,X)
FIX)=A04.A1*X.A2*X*X+A3*X**3
OF(X)=A142.A2*X+3.*A3*X*X
X=4.

C

C SOLVE THE EOUATION USING NEHTONtS METHOD
C

10 CONTINUE
XN=X-F(XI/DFIXI
ERR=APSI(XN-X1/X11I
X=AN
IF(EFR .LT. 1.F-F)RFTURN
GO TO 10
END

C
SOIROUIINE OUIPUTIJINS/
IMPLILET REAL (L,MI
COMMON/ONE/AO.A1.A2,A3,A,AC,A1,AU.Ar..H.CC.DEF.,DE1,0110,OH,OLN,DH
CO4NON/TWO/XL,FN,FEFF,FFI,FFE,rFO,HI.HH.L.1,MH,THON.TIN,TS.HE
1,T1,01,02,CROOUT
CO1NON/THREE/O,UC.W1042043,ALPHI,UCF.PLT(100.2),01tRP,RSI
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C

COMMON/FOUR/EFH,VI,VE,VIE,V0,0,0MAX,EFF,COSKWH,ENGY
WRITE17,2110C,OH,OHIPTN,TIN,TOUT,TSIPMH,M,XL,L,O,EFF,PSI,COSKWH,
/ENGY

21 FORMATI1X,9(F7.3,2X),2IF5.1,2)0,F7.3,F6.3IF8.2,F7.4,F10.0/
RETURN
ENO

SUBROUTINE PLOT(J,NP)
COMMON/ONE/A0011,421A3,A,AC,AI140,AE,O.CCOEE,OEI,OE010H2OLN,OW
COHMON/THO/XL.FN,FEFF,FFI,FFE,FFO.HI,HH,L,MON,TH,TNOIN,TS,HE
1,13,01,02,SP,TOUT
COMMON/THREE/U,UC,H1,H2,H3,ALPHT,UCE,PLTI1U0,2/01,RM,PSI
COMMON/FOUR/FFH,VI,VEI4RE,V0,0,0MAX,EFF,COSKWH,ENGY
DIMENSION VAR(9)
DATA VAR/4HTIN .3HTS ,3HMH ,3HL ,3HIN ,4HALP ,3HCH ,SHOC OHIIM /
DATA IFRO/5/

C
C RANGEM SETS THE PLOT WIDTH

IIPLIOP DETERMINES LOWER LIMIT OF PLOT
IPLTOP=1 LOWER LIMIT IS 0

C IPLTOP =2 LOWER LIMIT IS DETERMINED BY RESULT
C

IPLTOE.2
RANGFH =50.

C

C FIND RANGES OF VA2IADLES
C

H4AX.O.
HHIN.O.
IFIIPLTOP.E(1.2)HWIN=PLT11,2)

C
00 10 I=1,NR
IF(PLT(I,2).GT.HMAX1HMAX=PLIII,2)
IFIPLT(I,2).LT.HMINIHMIN=PLTII,21

10 CONTINUE
C

C OETERMINE SCALE FOR FLOT
C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C
C

HMAXS=INT(HHAX/10010410
HMINS=INT(HMIN/100*10-.10
IFIHMIN.E0.0.)HMINS=0.
SCALE=RANGEH/IHMAXS--HMINS/

WRITE HEADING UN PLOT

WRITE(8,11)
11 FORMAI(//40X,15HOHE OUTPUT (KW))

IRNG=FANGEH-..6.
NCY=RANGEH/5.
WR/TE(8,13)HMINS,IRNG,HMAXS

13 FORmAT(7X,F6.2,=x,F6.2)
WRITE(8,15)vAPIJ),Ncy

15 FORMAT(4X,A3,3X,.(5M'...,1H4)
IT.RANGER1411,

PLOT RESULTS

00 100 I=1,NR
IPLT2r(PLT(1,21-HMIN)*SCALE+0.5
IF(MOD(1-1,1FP(1).E0.0)50,60

50 WRITE48,101/PLT(1,11,IPLT2IIT
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GO TO 100
60 WPITE(8,111)1FLT2,IT
100 CONTINUE
101 FORMATI1X,F7.3,1X,1H*,1X,=X,IHX,T=,1H.1
111 FORMATC9X,IH.,=X0HX,T=,1H.1

wRITF(8,151VAR(J),NCY
C

C PRINT VALUES OF PAPAPIPTERS ON GRAPH
C

WRITE(8,1131
113 FORMAT( //)

IF(J.NE.1.ANO.J.NE.61wRITE(8,12111,)C,OW
121 FORmATU,3X,t LENGTH= t,F7.2,t CASING DIAHETEPt t,F7.4,

It wELLOORL= t,F7.41
IFIJ.E0.11WRITE(8.122)L,OW

122 FORmAT(/,3X,t LENGTH= t,F7.2,t WrILOORE= 1,F7.4,1 mt)
IF(J.LO.6)WRITE(A,123)9c,ON

123 FORmAT(/,3x,t CASING DIAMETER= t,F7.4,t WELLBORE= t,F7.4,t Mt)
IFIJ.NE.2.ANO.J.NE.3)wRITE(13,124)nmom

124 FORMATI4X,t0HE DIAMETER= t,F7.4,3X,t ONE MASS FLOW RATE= f,
1F6.3)
IF(J.E0.2)wRITEIA,125)Mm

125 FORMAT(3X,t MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH °HE= t,F6.3,t KG /St)
IF(J.EQ.3)wRITE(8.126)0m

126 FORMAI(3X,t DHE DIAMETER= t,F7.4,t Mt)
IN=FN
IF(IN.E0.0160 TO 200
IF(J.NE.4)WRITE(8,127)IN,CLN,8

127 FORMAT(3x,i3,/ FINS t.F7.4,t M BY t,F7.4,t M LONG11
IF(J.E0.41wRITE(e,120)1LNO

128 FORMAT(3X,t FIN THICKNESS= t,F7.4,t LENGTH= t,F7.41
200 CONTINUE

IN=TN
IF(J.NE.5)wRITE(8,131)IN

131 FORHAT(3X,t TOTAL DUE LOOPS= t,I4,//)
IF(J.E0.51HRITE(K,132)

132 FORMAT(/)
133 RETURN

END


